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Main source of information:

http://support.cs.toronto.edu/
Computational resources:

- Your local machine
- Machine learning (ML) group machines
  - GPU servers: guppy
  - CPU servers: cluster
- Computer science lab (CSlab) machines
  - apps
  - comps
Purpose of machines:

- Your local machine: whatever you feel like doing locally
- ML group machines
  - guppy: GPU computation
  - cluster: CPU computation
- CSlab machines
  - apps: 32-bit Ubuntu for running applications (eMail, browser, editing)
  - comps: 64-bit Ubuntu for computing, software development, Matlab
Setting up your local machine

- CSlab VPN access
- Printer setup
- eMail
- Home directory
- Mounting other storage (gobi, etc.)

For additional information:

http://support.cs.toronto.edu/
ML group machines
GPU computation

- deeplearning, krunch and guppy\( (x) \) with
  \( x \in \{ 1, \ldots, 9, 11, 12 \} \)
- 4-8 GPUs per machine
- Home directory and other storage mounted
- Software installed in /pkgs and /pkgs_local

CPU computation

- cluster\( (x) \) with \( x \in \{ 0, \ldots, 12, 34, \ldots 64 \} \)
- machines have different CPU, memory configuration
- Home directory and other storage mounted
- Software installed in /pkgs and /pkgs_local

Login via: $ ssh guppy1
For details check

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~pocai/mlcompres.html
CSlab machines

Apps

- $\text{apps}(x)$ with $x \in \{0, \ldots, 3\}$
- 32-bit Ubuntu
- Only home directory mounted
- For installed software check /var/lib/dpkg/alternatives/

Comps

- $\text{comps}(x)$ with $x \in \{0, \ldots, 4\}$
- $\text{compsbk}(x)$ with $x \in \{0, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ (need booking)
- 64-bit Ubuntu
- GPUs on compsbk(3-5)
- Only home directory mounted
- For installed software check /var/lib/dpkg/alternatives/

For installed software and booking of machines also check http://support.cs.toronto.edu/
Storage

Home directory

- Mounted on all machines
- Should be used for code and text
- Regularly backed up
- **Shared with your fellows**
- Check your usage via $ hogs
Storage
File servers: gobi
- Mounted on ML group machines (guppy, cluster)
- Accessible on apps and personal machine via sshfs only
- Used for storing custom data
- Accessible, e.g., via $ cd /ais/gobi3/u/<username>

Local disks:
- Mounted on local machine only (?)
- Used for storing temporary custom data
- Accessible, e.g., via $ cd /nobackup/<username>
- Sometimes SSD hard-disks available, names can change: $ cd /nobackup_c/<username>

Ask Relu to get a file server directory right away. Local disk directories should be created on a need basis.
Storage
Datasets:
- Mounted on ML group machines (guppy, cluster)
- Used for storing datasets (everyone can contribute)
- Accessible via $ cd /ais/gobi3/datasets

Hint:

Use symbolic links from your home directory to data storage. Close to conference deadlines the file system might respond slowly.
Software and Libraries
ML group machines

- $ /pkgs$ and $ /pkgs\_local$ directories
- contains libraries and software, e.g., CUDA, MPI, python, matlab, boost, caffe, etc.

CSlab machines

- $ /var/lib/dpkg/alternatives/$
GPU Usage

- Lock GPU before usage to signal that you’d like to use it
- Better not use a GPU that is locked

Example:
$ python ~tang/bin/gpu_lock2.py
$ python ~tang/bin/gpu_lock2.py --free
$ python ~tang/bin/gpu_lock2.py --id
$ python ~tang/bin/gpu_lock2.py --ids

For useful commands: http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~nitish/gpu_lock.html
GPU Usage

Want to find an available GPU?

Repeat until convergence

- Login to a machine
- Check GPU usage
- Break if free GPU found

Sounds cumbersome? Use a shell script:

```bash
declare -a arr=("guppy2" "guppy3" "guppy4" "guppy5" "guppy6" "guppy7" "guppy8" "guppy9" "guppy11"
for i in "${arr[@]}"
do
  echo "$i"
  echo "-------------------------"
  OUTPUT="$(mpiexec -n 1 -machine "$i" python ~tang/bin/gpu_lock2.py)"
  echo "$OUTPUT"
done
```

Note: GPU IDs 0 and 3 in krunch are interchanged
Interaction with servers

ssh (**very slow**)!

- `-X` or `-Y` option for opening GUI applications
- `screen/tmux` command

VNC

- Use less powerful machines for running the vnc server. E.g., guppy5, guppy6
- Configure using `~/.vnc/xstartup`
Happy number crunching!